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Challenges as MIC: Avoiding the Trap

Indonesia: a lower middle income country

Accelerated, Sustained Growth
(moving toward upper middle income countries, avoid middle income trap)

Int’l best Practice system and knowledge:
• Governance
• Procurement syst.
• Financial inst’n
• Decentralization
• Social security syst.
• Disaster mgt.

Indonesia specific Problems/needs:
• Regional disparities
• Low carbon Dev. (green dev.)
• Infrastructure Dev. (PPP)

South-South and Triangular Cooperation:
• Sharing knowledge (poverty alleviation, agriculture extension, disaster rehab/recon, conflict resolution, election)
• Capacity building

External Financing (ODA)
Resources still needed

Sharing capacities & experiences with LIC(s)
**Shifting Paradigm on the ODA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ODA for Indonesia as an MIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ODA remains having important roles in national development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Jakarta Commitment:**

Aid for Development Effectiveness
The Jakarta Commitment

Signed 12 Januari 2009, adopted by 26 Development Partners

Aid for Development Effectiveness Secretariat (A4DES) established as pool of resources, facilitation and coordination of JakComm action plan;

Acknowledged the importance of gender issues in development process and aid effectiveness;

Expand the dialog with other development actors (CSO & private sector)

Supported by 3 main pillars:

Country Ownership over Development

More Effective and Inclusive Partnership for Development

Delivering and Accounting for Development Results
A4DES Program Structure

System Reform:
- Planning
- Budgeting
- Public Financial Management
- Procurement
- Monitoring & evaluation
- Financing Mechanism and Modalities

Dialogues with extended stakeholders:
- Development Partners
- CSOs
- Private Sector

Capacity Development:
- Capacity Building
- Knowledge Management
- South to South and Triangular Cooperation
Progress to Date

System Reform:

• Completion of the Medium Term National Development Plan;
• Finalization of Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF) and the Performance Based Budgeting (PBB);
• Development of Aid Information Management System (AIMS) (on-going)
• Revision of Public Procurement Regulation;
• Establishment of nationally managed Trust Fund (on-going)
• Revision of regulation on foreign loan and grant;
• Review of the parallel Project Implementation Unit (PIU)

Capacity Development:

• On-going capacity assessment exercise;
• Development of Knowledge Management system for aid effectiveness;
• Formulation of South-South and Triangular Cooperation Policy;

Dialogue:

• Development of new dialogue framework;
• Engagement of CSOs into A4DES activities;
Indonesia and the IRG

- Indonesia is actively involved in the Monitoring and Evaluation of the Paris Declaration:
  - Monitoring the Implementation of Paris Declaration (Phase 2) in 2008. The result helps GOI to map out the Jakarta Commitment and its action plan;
  - The on-going and upcoming monitoring the Implementation of Paris Declaration (Phase 3) as well as implementation of Paris Declaration Country Level Evaluation Phase 2;
  - Preparation for the HLF IV in Busan, South Korea, 2011.

- Indonesia is keen to learn form international community on experiences and progress from the implementation of Paris Declaration
Thank you